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executive DiRectoR’s MessAge

How big is the Yellowstone to Yukon region? You could say it’s two 

thousand miles (3,200 kilometers) long and a million stories wide. 

And how big is the Yellowstone to Yukon conservation initiative 

vision of conserving the biodiversity of the area? outrageously 

big. Fortunately, many of those million stories are about a love for 

the land and a commitment to its health and well-being. For that 

compelling reason, we believe that outrageously big is just right. 

At its heart, the Y2Y conservation initiative is about different people 

working together to maintain and restore the unique natural heritage 

of the Yellowstone to Yukon region. We support an extraordinary 

network of organizations, agencies, and individuals doing on-the-

ground conservation work, and facilitate collaboration among 

those groups to advance an integrated conservation agenda for 

the entire region.  We also provide scientific expertise and help 

groups gain access to broader sources of funding for their work. 

After years of scientific and strategic development, Y2Y is now fully 

engaged with a host of partners, turning great science into action, 

and producing tangible conservation results. While supporting the 

work and projects of other groups is a key principle of Y2Y, we also 

have our own organizational objectives. our overall goals involve 

developing comprehensive, large-landscape scale conservation 

strategies for grizzly bears, birds, and fish, as well as expanding 

public awareness and education.   in 2007 we made significant 

progress in each of those areas. 

the grizzly Bear conservation strategy, which has been in place 

and guiding our efforts for several years was significantly expanded 

in 2007 (see page 2).  We have also completed foundational science 

work for the Avian and Aquatic conservation strategies, and are 

now prepared to draft those plans (see page 4). communications 

and public outreach programs – both internal to Y2Y and those we 

support through partners – have been strengthened.  You can find 

the year’s communication highlights on page 6.

no matter how much work goes into developing our conservation 

strategies, we realize that they will never be completely finished.  like 

any healthy organism, Y2Y must be dynamic and prepared to adapt 

– in our case, to changes or new understandings of the scientific, 

natural, and social environment of the region. For example, as we 

work with more groups on climate change we will make sure our 

strategies reflect the latest research on this critical topic.

Y2Y’s conservation strategies and core message have always been 

about connectivity and linkage. in this annual report, we remind 

ourselves that the connections between people – and between 

people, land, and wildlife – are the glue that holds our conservation 

mission together. it has been said that the most important habitat 

for grizzly bears – indeed all wildlife – is the human heart.  in this 

report you will read 10 of the million stories providing evidence 

that, together, we will achieve this outrageously big vision, one 

person at time. 

Rob Buffler, executive Director
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tHe vision oF tHe  
Y2Y conseRvAtion initiAtive

At the core of its vision, Y2Y is all about people working together. 

this vast landscape, stretching from Yellowstone to the Yukon, 

inspires a wide range of individuals to work on behalf of the natural 

integrity of the region – for the next generation’s benefit, as well as 

for wildlife, habitat connectivity, and biodiversity.  

Y2Y functions as a guide and connector; we serve as an alliance-

building force, scientific warehouse, and funding ally for the many 

conservation groups working in the region. Working together has 

a synergistic effect, helping us move towards our shared goal of 

maintaining and restoring the natural heritage of the Yellowstone 

to Yukon region.

the Yellowstone to Yukon conservation initiative was officially 

established in 1997 by conservationists and scientists who 

perceived that true conservation required understanding the 

landscape as a whole.  We are following through with this large-

scale vision.  through the integration of scientifically sound research, 

stewardship, and strategic partnerships, we seek to ensure that 

the world-renowned wilderness, wildlife, native plants, and natural 

processes of the Yellowstone to Yukon region continue to function 

as an interconnected web of life – an ecological whole that sustains 

its wild and human communities for current and future generations.  

 

tHe poWeR oF pARtneRing 

Based in canmore, Alberta, and Bozeman, Montana, Y2Y 

links environmental non-governmental organizations (engos), 

businesses, foundations, and individuals working to conserve the 

unique natural heritage of the nearly 2,000-mile (3,200 kilometer) 

Yellowstone to Yukon region, which includes five American states, 

two canadian provinces, and two northern territories. since Y2Y’s 

inception, more than 300 organizations have thrown their support 

behind the Y2Y vision.

A YeAR in RevieW

A geographic area as multi-layered and complex as the Yellowstone 

to Yukon region requires a comprehensive conservation strategy 

that is also multi-layered. Y2Y’s overarching strategic model has 

four major areas of focus which help guide the organization’s 

scientific research and on-the-ground conservation efforts.  each 

area is its own entity and carries a special set of needs, challenges, 

partnerships, and goals. these four areas are the grizzly Bear 

conservation strategy, Avian conservation strategy, Aquatic 

conservation strategy, and communication and Awareness 

strategy.

no single conclusive model has been developed for large-

scale landscape conservation, which means the revolutionary 

undertaking of Y2Y is by necessity an evolving process. As such, 

the Yellowstone to Yukon conservation initiative is continuously 

integrating the latest science, conservation techniques, and 

communication methods into our strategies. this results in an 

adaptive approach to regional conservation.  While such a complex 

approach has its challenges, staying open to new possibilities will 

help us reach our objectives and achieve our vision of maintaining 

and restoring the unique natural heritage of the Yellowstone to 

Yukon region.  in the following pages, we are pleased to share the 

progress being made in each of these important areas. 

gRizzlY BeAR conseRvAtion stRAtegY 

the Y2Y grizzly Bear conservation strategy holds the distinction – 

and responsibility – of being the most extensive, large-landscape, 

grizzly-bear conservation effort in the world. in addition, the 

overarching goal of the strategy is to use the grizzly bear as an 

umbrella species, and maintain and restore connectivity for a 

whole suite of terrestrial animals. 

each of Y2Y’s eight geographic grizzly Bear priority Areas 

has its own unique challenges, opportunities, and existing 

local conservation capacity. in the first years of the strategy’s 

implementation, we focused our work in the only two areas within 

the Yellowstone to Yukon region where grizzlies are known to 

move between canada and the united states: the crown of the 

continent and cabinet-purcell priority Areas. in 2007, however, 

Y2Y significantly expanded its work with partners in the canadian 

Rocky Mountain parks, peace River Break, Muskwa-Kechika, and 

High Divide priority Areas.  even with these important additions, 

we continue our work in the crown of the continent and the 

cabinet-purcells.

Y2Y worked with a number of partners in the crown in 2007.  

We supported a project in which the swan ecosystem center 

collaborated with the salish-Kootenai tribe to jointly develop a 

management plan for a crucial piece of corridor habitat. Y2Y also 

helped American Wildlands, Keystone conservation, Montana 

Department of transportation, and landowners Jay and sandy 

Whitney achieve an important wildlife underpass on Montana 

Highway 206 east of Kalispell. (see a profile of the Whitneys on 

page 12.)  in addition, Y2Y participated in the effort to expand 

Waterton-glacier international peace park into the Flathead valley 

of southeastern British columbia.

in the grizzly Bear strategy, Y2Y identified roads in the crown of 

the continent as a cause of both habitat fragmentation and wildlife 

mortality. to address this issue, Y2Y worked with the Wildlife 

conservation society, Miistakis institute for the Rockies, and 

Western transportation institute to plan and present a Highway 3 

science Workshop (Highway 3 is a significant potential fracture 

zone in southern Alberta and British columbia). Researchers 

from canada and the us identified the locations of major wildlife 

crossings in the crown, and discussed options for safe passage. 

Also Y2Y worked with the crowsnest conservation society, 
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Western transportation institute, and the Miistakis institute for 

the Rockies to bring an award-winning exhibition about Alberta’s 

wildlife-crossing structures to the crowsnest pass to illustrate best 

practices in this field.   plans are underway to bring a similar exhibit 

to other communities in 2008. 

in the cabinet-purcell priority Area, ongoing work with partners 

hit a new level with the solidification of a 20-member steering 

committee. this committee represents the organizations and 

agencies working with Y2Y to further the conservation agenda 

efficiently and effectively. one notable 2007 project was a large-

scale habitat restoration effort in the clearwater national Forest, 

coordinated by Wildland cpR and the nez perce tribe, in which 

roads were decommissioned and monitored for wildlife use. so 

far, wolves, black bears, moose, deer, and other species have 

been viewed on camera. Also in the cabinet-purcells, Y2Y worked 

with vital ground and the nature conservancy, among others to 

achieve a key land acquisition. 

the successful coexistence of bears and humans is essential for 

grizzly bear survival, and education about coexistence is part of 

our strategy in the cabinet-purcell priority Area, as it is across the 

region. Y2Y has continued its support of the successful selkirk/

purcell Bear Aware project, which focuses on rural areas where 

livestock, orchards, and beehives can attract grizzly bears. this 

project reached more than 1,000 residents in 2007, in door-to-

door meetings, media campaigns, and public presentations. the 

program includes a home checklist reminding residents to keep 

garbage secure, bring in pet dishes, and pick up fruit under trees.

looking farther north,  Y2Y expanded our working relationships 

with important groups in the peace River Break priority Area.  

We connected with the peace valley environment Association, 

West Moberly First nations, salteau First nations and treaty 

8 First nations, as well as with guides, outfitters, farmers, and 

the Bc Ministry of environment. the peace River Break is a key 

connection between the Muskwa-Kechika and canadian Rocky 

Mountain parks priority Areas, both of which are core refuges for 

grizzly bears. 

While much work remains to be done in securing good, connected 

habitat for grizzly bears and other wildlife in the Y2Y region, 2007 

was a productive year. We made great strides in advancing the 

grizzly Bear conservation strategy – and 2008 is on track to keep 

up the momentum. 

A soBeRing Yet HopeFul expeRience

the good news is, last summer a grizzly bear nosed his way into the Bitterroot ecosystem – prime but unoccupied grizzly habitat 

in north central idaho where grizzlies haven’t been seen since 1946.  in a terrible twist of fate, he was shot and killed labor Day 

weekend by a hunter searching for black bears. 

DnA testing indicated that the 400-pound, 4- to 6-year-old healthy male was part of the selkirk population of northern idaho/

southern British columbia. it appears the bear travelled from the selkirks through the cabinet Mountains near libby, Montana, 

a distance of 140 miles ( 225 kilometers) as the crow flies. not only is the distance stunning (more than twice that known for any 

other grizzly in the region), but the bear successfully crossed i-90 and Highway 200. the story made headline news in papers 

across the West. Because the hunter was not expecting to meet a grizzly bear in the area, he was not charged in the death of 

this endangered species.

Many conservationists and wildlife biologists struggled to balance jubilance at the bear’s successful travels with frustration over his 

loss. even though the bear’s death was a tragedy, his successful journey is an affirmation to wildlife managers, conservationists, 

funders, and others working on behalf of connectivity that our efforts are making a difference. conservation work in the Yellowstone 

to Yukon region is positively impacting the large-landscape-scale movements of grizzly bears.

Daniel J. cox / naturalexposures.com
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AviAn conseRvAtion stRAtegY 

With foundational science firmly in place, the next steps in Y2Y’s 

Avian conservation strategy are to identify Avian priority Areas and 

develop a detailed conservation plan modeled after other large-

scale, bird-conservation efforts. Because some of the science work 

involved identifying irreplaceable habitat throughout the region, 

we now have current maps which will allow us to determine and 

delineate key areas. once priority Areas are set and conservation 

approaches targeted, Y2Y staff, board members, partners, 

and other outside experts will begin articulating measurable 

conservation goals. 

the Avian conservation strategy uses 20 focal species to 

represent the needs of 109 species of concern. in all, 275 species 

of birds spend all or part of their life cycle in the Y2Y region. the 

list of focal species includes resident birds such as the ruffed 

grouse, migratory birds like the golden eagle, riparian species like 

the American dipper, and sensitive and vulnerable species such as 

lewis’s woodpecker and the long-billed curlew.

our avian research was synthesized into an article that has been 

accepted for publication in the Journal of Biological conservation.  

in our early avian studies, we identified and prioritized hotspots 

which are essential for our 20 focal species.  A hotspot is high-

quality habitat that satisfies all the needs of a particular species, 

from food to nesting sites. not surprisingly, studies found that 

hotspots in the northern reaches of the Yellowstone to Yukon region 

tend to be comprised of large tracts of undisturbed habitat, while 

hotspots in the south are smaller and less contiguous. Findings 

also showed that a relatively low percentage of sites important 

to avian biodiversity fall within the boundaries of protected areas 

and parks.  the study recommends that conservation activities 

focus on areas most at risk of degradation – such as forests, valley 

bottoms, and wetlands – which are important as migratory staging 

areas or breeding sites. 

Devising an overarching Avian conservation strategy poses 

a number of challenges in the Y2Y region because the area’s 

resident and migratory species have vastly different habitat needs 

and preferences. And as important as breeding grounds and 

reliable migration corridors are, they don’t mean much if birds 

can’t find food and security in traditional wintering areas across an 

international boundary. For example, many bird species that breed 

in the Yellowstone to Yukon region overwinter in the southern 

united states, Mexico, or even further south.  in terms of bird 

conservation, Y2Y is a huge piece of an even bigger planetary 

puzzle. this becomes especially salient in the face of climate 

change, when a species might need to push its home or breeding 

range further north. 

clearly, the development of strong, working relationships with 

intercontinental bird conservation agencies and organizations is 

vital, and  this will be a significant part of the Y2Y Avian conservation 

strategy. While it’s monumentally challenging to devise an effective 

plan that will protect the great diversity of birds that live in and fly 

through the region, it’s certainly worth the effort. What’s good for 

widgeons is good for water and is good for people.

AviAn FocAl species

Y2Y’s Avian conservation strategy uses 20 focal 

species to represent the needs of 109 species of 

concern. the focal species include everything from 

passerines to raptors, waterfowl to shorebirds, and 

migrants to residents. Here is a complete list:

American Dipper | American Wigeon | Brewer’s 

sparrow | cassin’s vireo | common loon | 

grasshopper sparrow | lewis’s Woodpecker 

| Ruffed grouse | veery | Wilson’s Warbler | 

American tree sparrow | Blackpoll Warbler | 

Brown creeper | clark’s nutcracker | golden eagle 

| gray-crowned Rosy Finch | long-billed curlew 

| spotted sandpiper | White-crowned sparrow | 

Yellow Warbler

Daniel J. cox / naturalexposures.com
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 AquAtic conseRvAtion stRAtegY

A great deal of work has gone into establishing the foundational 

science which will be used to develop the Y2Y Aquatic 

conservation strategy. As with all our conservation strategies, 

getting the science in place is the first step toward creating a solid 

plan with measurable goals. scientific work commissioned by Y2Y 

has resulted in major technical reports on the fishes of the region, 

and the health of the upper Bow River system near Banff, Alberta. 

technical Report #3, Fishes of Y2Y, published in 2007, is the most 

comprehensive Y2Y-scale report produced to date. 

in the Bow River study, researchers with Montana state university’s 

Western transportation institute assessed the distribution of 

westslope cutthroat trout and bull trout populations in the Bow 

and its tributaries. these two native fish species are considered 

good indicators of the river’s health. unfortunately, data showed 

that the two species are missing from most of the main stems of 

the Bow, Kananaskis, spray, and cascade Rivers. the primary 

factors causing their disappearance are introduced fish species, 

the impact of transportation infrastructure (such as rip-rap, 

culverts, and channelization), and dams for hydro power and 

water storage. 

stakeholders including parks canada, trout unlimited Bow 

Headwaters chapter, Alberta sustainable Resource Development, 

and commercial fishing guides served on an advisory committee 

that helped to direct the original research. in 2007, this same 

committee reviewed the results and prioritized the report’s 20 

recommendations, which included restoration projects, culvert 

inventories, and further study into the nature of competition 

between native and non-native fish species. the study’s findings 

were presented to the public in canmore, Alberta, in a joint 

presentation by Y2Y and the Bow Headwaters chapter of trout 

unlimited canada. Y2Y will facilitate efforts in 2008 to fund and 

implement the study’s recommendations.

While past research has been conducted on the upper green 

River, upper Missouri River, and other river basins, Y2Y’s current 

aquatic research is focused on the upper Bow River watershed 

because it is one of the most altered watercourses in the entire 

Yellowstone to Yukon region. the Bow provides drinking water for 

many communities, as well as water for irrigation and power, and 

draws anglers from near and far who come to fish for non-native 

rainbow trout.  the upper Bow faces all the challenges of river 

systems throughout the region. therefore, Y2Y’s work may serve 

as a pilot project for future efforts in other critical drainages.  

While the Bow represents one of the most manipulated rivers in 

the region, rivers in Y2Y’s northern reaches represent some of the 

most pristine. Y2Y partners have been active in such key northern 

watersheds as the peel, upper liard, greater nahanni, and Wolf 

lake systems. Recognizing the importance of protecting rivers 

and their whole watersheds, Y2Y supported the canadian parks 

and Wilderness society (cpAWs) in one of the most significant 

achievements of the year – expansion of the boundaries of the 

northwest territory’s nahanni national park. efforts continue to 

complete the conservation benefits by further extending park 

boundaries to include the entire nahanni watershed. 

in 2008, Y2Y will continue to work with partners throughout the 

region to identify the most pressing needs for protecting fish and 

aquatic habitat, which will guide the final shape of the Aquatic 

conservation strategy. 

oveR tHe RAinBoW

one summer day in 1925, a hatchery truck broke down on the transcanada Highway east of Banff. Hating to see his cargo of 

45,000 fingerling brown trout perish, the driver released the trout into a nearby stream. it wasn’t long before many of them made 

their way down the creek into the Bow River. 

even before that, around the turn of the century, employees of the canadian pacific Railway introduced eastern brook and 

rainbow trout into the Bow as game fish. By the early 1900s, tourists were coming by the trainload to enjoy that great fishing.

stories like this abound throughout the region. stocking was a proud western tradition, institutionalized by state and provincial 

fish-and-game agencies. today, fish stocking has been curtailed nationally because of ecological concerns, and it no longer 

occurs in national parks. But after all those years of introductions, native species like westslope cutthroat and bull trout were 

pushed out of most main stem rivers and up into headwater streams, if they survived at all. 

sport fisheries for rainbow and brown trout are important both economically and culturally to most western communities. non-

native, self-sustaining trout species as rainbows and browns may never be removed from rivers like the Bow. those fish are what 

put the ‘blue’ in blue-ribbon fisheries. the point of most river conservation programs is not to eradicate those fish, but to improve 

overall aquatic health and to make rivers hospitable to reoccupation by native species like the westslope cutthroat trout and bull 

trout. even anglers – maybe especially anglers – are thrilled by the thought that a native cutthroat might be lying in some pool in 

their favorite river.
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coMMunicAtion 
AnD AWAReness stRAtegY

the human species developed language for a good reason: there’s 

only so much you can accomplish by pointing. communication 

plays a key role in helping the Y2Y conservation initiative advance 

its mission of conserving and restoring the biodiversity of the 

Yellowstone to Yukon region. in addition to ongoing programs and 

the regular stream of press releases, and other necessary tasks, 

Y2Y undertook a number of major communication and awareness 

efforts in 2007, including sponsorship of the Banff Mountain Film 

Festival and north American tour, and the Yellowstone to Yukon 

Freedom to Roam photographic exhibit. Just as important as 

these high-profile projects is Y2Y’s daily commitment to inspire 

others to take action in support of conservation efforts around the 

region. our hope is for Y2Y to be as much of a movement as it is 

an organization - feeding the momentum of a conservation chain 

reaction throughout the region. 

A lot of momentum was felt at the 2007 Banff Mountain Film Festival 

and north American tour – both in the exciting and energetic films 

themselves and in the enthusiastic response of 150,000 outdoor 

devotees who attended the 320 film screenings shown throughout 

the year in venues around canada and the us.  through its 

sponsorship of the festival, Y2Y reached a made-to-order target 

group for the Yellowstone to Yukon conservation initiative. Along 

with the viewers themselves, the Y2Y vision inspired the support 

of the Banff centre, which hosted the opening screenings, and 

also energized the festival’s other sponsors to donate items for 

a gear sale of which a portion of the proceeds supported Y2Y 

conservation efforts.  Although this was the last year of a two-

year Wilburforce grant that supported Y2Y’s sponsorship of the 

film festival, the goal is to secure funding in order to participate 

again in 2008.  

in seattle, the Yellowstone to Yukon Freedom to Roam exhibit ran 

at the Burke Museum of natural History and culture from June 16 

to December 31, 2007. An estimated 45,000 people viewed the 

exhibit, in which the beauty and the challenges of the Yellowstone 

to Yukon region were illustrated by Florian schulz’s photographs. 

the university of Washington and the Burke Museum offered a 

seminar series to correspond with the exhibit, with such presenters 

as schulz, lance craighead of the craighead Research institute, 

chief Roland Willson of the West Moberly First nations, louisa 

Willcox of the natural Resources Defense council, Y2Y strategic 

Advisor Harvey locke and Y2Y us Regional Director penelope 

pierce. in the final days of the exhibit, Y2Y and Wilburforce 

Foundation invited 60 influential guests to a special reception to 

meet schulz, locke, and other Y2Y representatives, where they 

learned more about Y2Y.

exhibits like Freedom to Roam and events like the Banff Film 

Festival reach a host of people, and do much to raise the profile 

of Y2Y and spread the message of large-landscape conservation. 

it is extremely satisfying and rewarding when the message spurs 

individuals and groups to support the organization and the vision 

in ways that extend the reach even further. For instance, in 2007, 

the family of sarah Jocelyn Baker graciously established the sarah 

Baker Fund, which will help students pursue studies aligned with 

Y2Y’s conservation objectives. the first scholarship will be awarded 

in 2008. (see page 20 for more information on the sarah Baker 

Fund.) Also in 2007, the patagonia company created a special 

Y2Y fundraising t-shirt to elevate awareness of the organization 

and issues of habitat connectivity. some 2,178 shirts were sold 

in stores and through the patagonia website, raising $10,890 for 

Y2Y. countless more people and groups have been inspired by 

the Y2Y vision, resulting in significant contributions of all types to 

regional conservation. (the stories of ten such individuals begin on 

page 12.) these outpourings of support and belief in the mission 

redouble our dedication to the Y2Y vision. 

in the big picture - which is what Y2Y is all about - effective person-

to-person and group-to-group communications are as important 

to long-term conservation goals as accurate mapping and radio 

tracking collars. You could call it a voice in the wilderness – and the 

goal is to cast that voice further than ever in 2008. 

tHe “YelloWstone to YuKon: FReeDoM to RoAM” Ripple eFFect

Florian schulz’s photographic documentation of the region has been a powerful force in spreading the Y2Y conservation message. 

An estimated 45,000 people viewed the Yellowstone to Yukon: Freedom to Roam exhibit at the Burke Museum in seattle during 

its 2007 seven-month run. A number of viewers attended a corresponding eight-lecture seminar series, which presented an in-

depth exploration of the ideas, issues, and environment of the Yellowstone to Yukon region. topics included the history of the 

Y2Y vision, imminent threats to the landscape , how political borders affect free-ranging animals, the timber wars of yesteryear, 

the effects of development on First nations and native American communities, and how people can get involved. About 70 
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people attended each lecture, including students, university of Washington professors, past directors of the program on the 

environment, leaders from local non-governmental organizations, and members of the Burke Museum. 

schulz’s book Yellowstone to Yukon: Freedom to Roam was originally featured at the 2006 Banff Film Festival.  there he met 

representatives from the national geographic society, who subsequently invited schulz to be part of their 2007 Heroes for the 

planet series. During his presentation in Washington, Dc, to an audience of about 400 people, schulz shared the Y2Y vision.

since his book release, schulz has spread the Y2Y message to literally millions of people in canada, the us, and europe, through 

exhibits, radio and television interviews, and presentations. schulz has proven himself to be not only an exceptional photographer, 

but a conservation visionary and Y2Y ambassador as well. 

Darwin Wiggett
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2007 pARtneR  AnD pRoJect suppoRt

through the generous support of our funders, we were able to 

offer close to $500,000 in grants to conservation partners so they 

can move ahead with important projects in their communities.

$15,000 American Wildlands: to conduct a priority linkage 

Analysis for the cabinet-purcell Mountain corridor.  

this analysis identified key passages for wildlife and will 

allow partners in the cabinet-purcell Mountain corridor 

conservation project to further refine their work.

$3,100 American Wildlands: to conduct a priority linkage 

Analysis for the crown of the continent.  this analysis 

identified key passages for wildlife, and will allow 

partners in the crown of the continent to further refine 

their work.

$40,000 The Banff Centre: to support the Banff Mountain 

Film Festival and north American tour.  this film 

festival communicates the importance of mountain 

communities and culture through 320 film screenings in 

more than 200 cities and towns across canada and the 

united states.

$21,000 Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society  

(cpAWs), calgary/Banff chapter: to increase the 

capacity for conservation in the crowsnest pass in 

conjunction with the crowsnest conservation society.  

this area is a vital north-south connection for wildlife 

crossing Highway 3 and a vital east-west connection for 

wildlife traveling into British columbia. 

$250 Canmore Election Forum: sponsorship of a candidates 

forum, examining their stance on environmental issues 

during the canmore, Alberta municipal elections. 

$2,500 Castle Crown Wilderness Coalition: For their 

community-based stewardship efforts to protect the 

ecological integrity of the castle Wilderness in southwest 

Alberta.  

$4,700 Crowsnest Conservation Society: to develop a 

traveling community exhibit promoting the known and 

potential benefits of using highway-crossing structures 

for increasing human safety, retaining wildlife corridors, 

and decreasing wildlife mortality. 

$2,174 Friends of Scotchman Peaks Wilderness: For their 

education and awareness efforts to protect the roadless 

nature of the scotchman peaks Wilderness in the 

cabinet-purcell Mountain corridor.

$1,739 Great Northern Environmental Stewardship 

Association: For their efforts to collect baseline data 

about wildlife movement, as well as the places where 

wildlife are killed along the train tracks and highway in 

the south glacier corridor located in the crown of the 

continent.

$10,000 Miistakis Institute for the Rockies: For the 

organization of the 2007 parks, peace and partnerships 

conference in Waterton, Alberta.  this conference 

celebrated the 75th anniversary of the peace park 

and the 10th anniversary of the Yellowstone to Yukon 

conservation initiative.

$5,000 Montana Department of Transportation, American 

Wildlands, Keystone Conservation: to build a wildlife 

underpass on Highway 206 in Montana.  located in 

the crown of the continent on the east side of Flathead 

lake, this project is a leading example of public-private 

partnerships between local landowners, state agencies, 

environmental non-governmental agencies, and funders.

$250,000  The Nature Trust of British Columbia: to purchase 

an 87-acre parcel of private land in southeast British 

columbia that allows wildlife to cross a major 

transportation corridor safely.

$10,000 National Parks Conservation Association: 

to engage businesses, conservation and historic 

preservation groups, native American communities, and 

land managers in a collaborative process of identifying 

the uniqueness of the crown of the continent. these 

elements will be displayed on a map which will be 

distributed throughout the region. 

$5,000 National Wildlife Federation: to support the fencing 

of sanitation sites in the lower Yaak valley in lincoln 

county, Montana.  improper storage of garbage attracts 

wildlife and often results in habituation and death.

$4,348 Ninemile Wildlife Movement Areas Citizens’ 

Working Group: For their efforts in maintaining wildlife 

movement through Montana’s ninemile and sixmile 

valleys, located in the cabinet-purcell Mountain 

corridor.

$5,000 Peace Valley Environment Association: to produce 

a documentary about the proposal for the site c Dam 

along the peace River in British columbia, and for 

the paddle for the peace community event (a local 

response to raising awareness regarding this issue).  

Dams impede connectivity for fish, and also displace 

wildlife from key habitat.

$5,000 Southern Foothills Study research: to support 

a research study that analyzes human impact land-

disturbances in order to better manage grizzly-bear 

habitat, native fescue grasslands, and water quality in 

southwest Alberta.  the results will be used to generate 

models of land use change for the region.

$2,609 Swan Ecosystem Center: to support development of a 

restoration management plan for elk valley conservation 

Area located in the crown of the continent.
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$8,000 Transboundary Grizzly Bear Recovery Project: For 

their efforts in collaboration with the Bc conservation 

Foundation for the Bear Aware program of British 

columbia.  this program addresses the top mortality 

issue for grizzly bears: conflict between human and 

wildlife communities. 

$8,000 Transboundary Grizzly Bear Recovery Project: in 

support of non-lethal bear-management options for 

conservation officers in southeast British columbia.

$3,000 Transboundary Grizzly Bear Recovery Project: For 

the analysis of property ownership along Highway 3 as 

it relates to known wildlife corridors.

$2,174 The Vital Ground Foundation: to secure a clifty view 

Foothills conservation easement.

$2,500 West Moberly First Nations: sponsorship of the 

Keepers of the Water ii conference, in which leaders 

of First nations, government officials, industry 

representatives and environmental non-government 

organizations gathered to develop a management plan 

for northern watersheds.

$5,000 Western Transportation Institute: to help fund 

an Aquatic integrity of the upper Bow Watershed 

stakeholder meeting which was held in Banff, Alberta.

$1,200 Western Transportation Institute /Wildlife 

Conservation Society/ American Wildlands: For 

support of a workshop on road ecology in Bozeman, 

Montana for environmental non-governmental 

agencies.  transportation corridors are a major source 

of habitat fragmentation and this workshop presented 

participants with the latest tools to address this issue 

and leading examples of private/public partnerships.

$5,000 Wildlands CPR: For their citizen science Aquatic 

Habitat Restoration project in the cabinet-purcells 

region. this project measured  improvements to aquatic 

integrity following watershed restoration through road 

removal.

$11,100 Wildlife Conservation Society Canada: to publish 

and disseminate the results of their study “carnivores 

in the southern Rockies: connecting science and 

conservation.” this study identified key corridors for 

wildlife in southwest Alberta and southeast British 

columbia.

$5,000 Wildsight/Maa Press: For publication of the anthology 

The Purcell Suite: Upholding the Wild.  this book is 

a compilation of stories highlighting the beauty of the 

purcell region by First nations, local mountaineers, 

and area conservationists.  All of the proceeds go 

toward the Jumbo Wild campaign, an effort to mitigate 

development of a ski resort on Jumbo glacier. 

$5,000 Wildsight: For their local participation efforts in the Bear 

Aware program of British columbia.  Bear Aware is a 

program designed to promote sustainable coexistence 

between humans and wildlife.

$20,000 Wildsight: to support their on-the-ground efforts in 

the cabinet-purcells Mountain corridor priority Area.  

these efforts include increasing public awareness of 

the region’s ecological importance, and fostering and 

strengthening relationships with other partners working 

in the area.

$30,000 Wildsight: to support their conservation efforts in 

the cabinet-purcells Mountain corridor conservation 

project.  the group is participating in Jumbo Wild, 

working towards mountain caribou recovery, and 

conducting general outreach and education.

$5,000 Yaak Valley Forest Council:  to support a survey 

of community attitudes and opinions regarding 

environmental issues in the cabinet-Yaak area of the 

cabinet-purcell Mountain corridor.  this survey will be 

used to direct future research and conservation efforts.

$2,500 Yukon Department of Environment, Fish, and 

Wildlife: to support a survey of bat diversity and 

reproductive behaviour in the Yukon territory.

Daniel J. cox / naturalexposures.com
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collABoRAtions

since Y2Y’s inception, more than 300 organizations have thrown 

their support behind the Y2Y vision. the following organizations, 

agencies, bands, or tribes worked with Y2Y in 2007:

Alberta Fish and Wildlife, canmore office
Alberta Wilderness Association
American Bird conservancy
American Wildlands
Anatum ecological consulting ltd.
Aquila Applied ecologists
Banff Radio
Bear Aware British columbia (Kaslo, Kimberley, nelson, and 
selkirk/purcell)
cabinet-Yaak Forest coalition
calgary zoo
canadian columbia River inter-tribal Fisheries commission
canadian parks and Wilderness society (national office and Bc, 
Yukon, nWt, northern Alberta and calgary/Banff chapters)
castle crown Wilderness coalition
chillborne environmental ltd.
chinook institute for community stewardship
coeur d’Alene tribe
confederated salish and Kootenai tribes
crown network, university of Montana
crown of the continent Managers partnership
crowsnest conservation society
Defenders of Wildlife
Defenders of Wildlife, canada
ecological strategies
Flathead Wild
Freedom to Roam campaign
Freshwater Research limited
Friends of Banff national park
Friends of scotchman peaks Wilderness
great Burn study group
great northern environmental stewardship Association
greater Yellowstone coalition
Jackson Hole chamber of commerce
Jumbo Wild coalition
Keystone conservation
Kutenai River network
Ktunaxa intertribal Fisheries commission
Ktuxaxa/Kinbasket tribal council
lafarge
lgl limited
lincoln county sanitation Working group
Maa press
Mark creek Recovery program
Miistakis institute for the Rockies
Mineral county Resource Advisory committee
Montana Department of transportation
Montana state university, ecology Department
Mountain caribou science team
Mountain equipment co-op
national parks conservation Association
national Wildlife Federation
natural Resources Defense council
nature conservancy of canada, Alberta Region
nez perce tribe

ninemile Wildlife Movement Areas citizens’ Working group
parks canada, Banff national park
patagonia
peace valley environment Association
pearce & Associates ecological Research
pensink information technologies ltd.
selkirk/purcell Bear Aware
sierra club of canada, Alberta WilD
southern Alberta land trust society
spine of the continent campaign
swan ecosystem center
the Banff centre
the Burke Museum of natural History and culture
the Montana challenge
the Mountaineers Books
the nature conservancy, Montana Field office
the nature trust of British columbia
transboundary grizzly Bear Recovery team
trout unlimited, Bow Headwaters chapter
university of Alberta, Department of Biological sciences
university of Montana, Department of Biological sciences
upper Bow Fly Fishing
us Fish and Wildlife service
utsB Research
the vital ground Foundation
West Kootenay ecosociety
West Moberly First nations
Western transportation institute
Wildlands cpR
Wildlife conservation society
Wildlife conservation society canada
Wildsight (including creston valley, elk valley, golden, invermere, 
and Kimberley/cranbrook chapters)
Yaak valley Forest council
Yukon Department of environment, Fish and Wildlife Branch
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Jay and Sandy 
Whitney
in the chill dark of a late 

november morning, a six-

point bull elk stepped onto 

the highway, into the path of 

a mid-sized sedan. the impact peeled back the roof of the car and 

knocked the driver out, with his foot jammed on the accelerator. the 

dazed passenger grabbed the wheel and managed to shut the car 

off a mile down the road. Miraculously, neither of the two men were 

seriously injured. the elk was not so fortunate.

this drama played out next to Jay and sandy Whitney’s Flathead valley 

farm, where Jay, sandy, and Montana highway department biologist 

pat Basting were in the final days of trying to secure funds to install 

a wildlife underpass as part of a road construction project. Highway 

safety funds weren’t available because that stretch of Highway 206 

wasn’t a documented wildlife hazard, even though crews regularly 

hauled away roadkill. on the day of the wreck, the Whitneys were 

$15,600 short and 10 days away from their deadline to come up 

with the money. When news of the collision came out in the Daily 

Inter Lake, Jay and sandy contacted the paper and offered to tell the 

rest of the story. Five days after that was published, the money for 

the wildlife crossing was in hand. Y2Y, American Wildlands, Flathead 

county commissioners, Montana Fish, Wildlife & parks, Montana 

chapter of Backcountry Hunters and Anglers, Wildlife land trust, 

Friends of the Wild swan – 30 groups and individuals in all – put the 

project over the top by providing the remaining funds.

“it was overwhelming,” says Jay, “the way everybody stepped up 

to the plate.” originally, the Whitneys had been thinking of putting 

in a stock crossing, but when pat came to assess the location, 

he recognized the perfect opportunity for a wildlife underpass. 

the Whitney’s farm and surrounding area are part of an important 

corridor along which wildlife, including the occasional grizzly bear, 

can move from glacier national park and the swan Range down 

to the Flathead River. When pat proposed his idea to the Whitneys, 

they got on board immediately. 

conservation easements and corridors are something of a tradition 

for the Whitneys, whose family has been in the Flathead area for 

close to a century. Years earlier they had put an easement on 

some family property on the north side of the swan River east of 

Bigfork, where Jay’s father once helped establish a public walking 

trail. on the farm where the underpass was proposed, the family 

put 109 acres under conservation easement in 1998, and Jay and 

sandy contributed another 80 acres as well as $21,000 of their 

own money to make the wildlife crossing work.

“What we’ve done is kind of a gamble,” says Jay. if others in the 

area are lured more by money than legacy and stewardship, and 

the land is “chopped up to grow houses,” it would marginalize 

what the Whitneys and their supporters have accomplished. 

With important wetlands up for sale and the whole north shore 

of Flathead lake presently being considered for development the 

Whitneys feel like the Flathead valley is under siege. it’s a difficult 

thing for the couple to watch. 

“there’s a feel for the land when you grow up on it that is very 

difficult to describe.  We just hope that some of those areas can 

be preserved,” says sandy “it’s going to take somebody bigger 

than us.” 

pRoFiles

the principles of island biogeography teach us that when ecosystems become stranded – when they are bisected or surrounded by human 

development, for example – certain species are put at risk of extinction. extinction leads to a loss of biodiversity, resulting in the disintegration of 

the ecosystem; this contributes to the systematic degradation of our planet. in the face of today’s ever-increasing habitat fragmentation, we are 

entering a new era of conservation in which it’s no longer enough to keep one isolated wilderness area or mountain valley intact. 

the ten people profiled here are part of that new era.  As is the case with countless other people around the globe, they are acting with the larger 

landscape in mind. While each of these 10 stories is unique, they are connected with common threads.  Many of these people feel passionately 

about the natural world; many believe their childhood influenced their current actions. A sense of loss underlies a number of these stories – 

sadness for the disappearance of wild places, and a fierce appreciation for what remains. 

even though the people highlighted here may not know each other, and have vastly different stories to tell, they are all part of something larger 

that does connect them: hope, concern, and love for the land and its wild inhabitants. 
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Karsten Heuer
in June, 1991, during a 

busy season on the trail 

crew at a provincial park 

in the Kananaskis valley, 

Karsten Heuer volunteered to help monitor a radio-collared 

female wolf named pluie.  in november, pluie’s signal suddenly 

disappeared. A month later her signal showed up hundreds of 

kilometers south in Montana. Before pluie settled down with a 

mate in British columbia a year and a half later, she had traversed 

parts of Alberta, Montana, idaho, and British columbia.

While pluie got on with her new life as an alpha female, Karsten, 

recently graduated from university, studied the effect of human 

activities on large-mammal movement in the Bow valley. He 

found that some traditionally important wildlife corridors, already 

naturally squeezed by steep, precipitous terrain, had been virtually 

blocked off by development. When mitigations recommended by 

his study were implemented, wildlife took immediate advantage of 

their improved travel options. But Karsten knew that being able to 

move across one valley would be meaningless to animals like pluie 

– wolves like other large mammals, need a much wider range. 

When Karsten heard Harvey locke speak about the Y2Y large-

landscape conservation concept in 1996, he thought, “Wow, this 

sounds great. More people need to hear about this idea.” But at 

the same time, he wondered if it was actually plausible. He couldn’t 

get the answer to that question from any of his colleagues, “or even 

from Harvey himself, really. He was full of optimism, obviously.” 

so Karsten decided to assess the situation by traveling the 

landscape as a wolf or grizzly bear might – on foot. He also 

decided to speak about the Y2Y concept in communities along 

the way. He admits to being fairly pessimistic when he walked 

north out of Yellowstone park.  He faced inner doubts as well as 

harsh and organized opposition, which included the occasional 

death threat. But once people understood Y2Y wasn’t a massive 

park proposal, that it proposed peaceful coexistence of humans 

and wildlife, they started to come around. 

“there wasn’t anybody,” says Karsten, “whether it was a miner or 

forestry executive or ski area developer or whatever, who didn’t 

want wildlife in the future of the Rocky Mountains.” 

Karsten successfully completed the long and arduous walk from 

Yellowstone to the Yukon.  But the journey didn’t end there; the 

trip shaped his life in unexpected ways.  For one thing, he wrote a 

book about the experience, and Walking the Big Wild succeeded 

beautifully in bringing the Y2Y vision to a broad audience. For another, 

he walked his way out of one relationship and into a new one that led 

to marriage and partnership with filmmaker leanne Allison.

“All i was doing the whole time was following my heart,” Karsten says. 

“And then these opportunities were opening up along the way.”

in their latest adventure, Karsten, leanne, and their son, two-

and-a-half-year-old zev, paddled, walked, and sailed their way 

from western canada to the Maritimes to meet author Farley 

Mowat, stringing together settings from many of Mowat’s stories 

as part of the journey.  A few years before that, the newlywed 

couple honeymooned for five months with an endangered caribou 

herd, which resulted in the book and award-winning film, Being 

caribou. 

Karsten acknowledges that the life he and leanne have chosen is full 

of uncertainty, and that a planned and secure future “would be nice, i 

guess.” But they are passionate about nature, committed to telling its 

stories, and resigned to trusting in what they see as a compassionate 

world. “For me,” says Karsten, “it’s the inner peace of knowing that 

what you’re doing lines up with what you believe.” 

Ted Smith
it’s a big loop from the moun-

tains of Montana, to indone-

sia, to Massachusetts, back 

to Montana, but that’s the full 

– and still spinning – circle of 

ted smith’s life. 

A true product of the 

Rockies, ted grew up wandering the mountains and valleys of 

western Montana. “even when i was about 12 years old, our 

parents would drive us to the wilderness at the end of the road 

and say, okay, pick you up in a few days.”

As a young man he worked as a smokejumper for the us Forest 

service, fighting wildfires out of Missoula and Fairbanks before 

going on to get his ph.D. in political science from the university 

of california-Berkeley in the 1960s. Highlights of his ensuing 

international career include 12 years with the Ford Foundation 

which began and ended in indonesia, six years as president of the 

Agricultural Development council focused on Asia and Africa, 25 

years on the council on Foreign Relations, and trusteeships with the 

national parks conservation Association and Alaska conservation 

Foundation.  currently he serves as executive Director of the 

Kendall Foundation, a position he’s held since 1993. 

ted may get his morning paper in cambridge, but his inspiration 

comes from wild places and his heart is still in Montana, where he 

maintains a home. “My roots put me in awe of nature,” he says, 

“and that’s nature with a capital n.” out of those early experiences 

grew a sense of appreciation and commitment for the natural 

world, in the Rocky Mountain West and beyond. 

“there’s only one landscape,” he says. “And the only way to take 

care of it is to treat it as a whole.” that outlook made ted an 

easy target one day back in 1993 when a fellow from calgary 

grabbed hold of him at meeting in Bozeman where people were 

discussing conservation of the Yellowstone ecosystem. ted recalls 

the moment with perfect clarity. “He said, this isn’t big enough!” 

the fellow was Harvey locke. “And i said, you’re right.” 
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As a result of that encounter, the Kendall Foundation came to be 

the first philanthropic contributor to the Y2Y.  ted and the Kendall 

Foundation continue to be great allies, supporters, and advisors to 

Y2Y and many other conservation organizations.  

Reflecting on the Y2Y vision, ted muses that it’s hard for people 

to visualize, let alone fully understand, a vastly diverse, fully 

integrated landscape reaching 2,000 miles from Yellowstone all 

the way up to the Yukon territory. it can be too big for the human 

mind to easily embrace, he says, reflecting that it may be easier to 

comprehended when told in stories. 

“At the same time,” he says, “it seems to me we must embrace 

something larger than we can actually understand if in fact we are 

to serve the long-term needs of nature.” the very same needs, he 

offers, that serve our human interests over the long run as well.

Chris Servheen
it’s been said that if you’re 

having lunch with people 

who agree with you, you’re 

wasting your time. if that’s 

the case, chris servheen 

hasn’t wasted much time 

during his 26 years as 

grizzly Bear Recovery coordinator for the us Fish and Wildlife 

service. 

“the greatest gains,” he says, “are to be made with people who 

have the greatest problem with what you’re trying to achieve.” 

chris is responsible for coordinating private, state, federal, and tribal 

grizzly-bear research and management in the lower 48 states, 

and also works with biologists in Alberta and British columbia. He 

often finds himself in the middle of heated public debates, but he’s 

willing to tough it out because that’s where progress is made, and 

where change happens. it’s hard to find anyone who works and 

lives in the West who doesn’t have an opinion about grizzly bears, 

and by extension the endangered species Act. this is a pertinent 

detail, chris points out, because the future of bears depends on 

what people think. 

“no amount of litigation, court action, agency direction, or that 

kind of thing,” he says, “is going to mean nearly as much as what 

is in the hearts and minds of people who live, work, and recreate 

in grizzly-bear habitat.” 

When talking with competing advocacy groups, chris tries to 

separate discussions of position from discussions of interest. “if i 

ask someone what their position is, they might say they’re against 

grizzly-bear recovery. But if we talk about their interests, it may 

be access to firewood cutting, or the economic survival of their 

community. A give-and-take understanding of interests can often 

allow a pretty good discussion.” 

grizzlies were in dire straits in the lower 48 when chris was an 

undergraduate working with John craighead.  When grizzly bears 

were added to the federal endangered species list in 1973, there 

were somewhere between 130 and 300 of the bears in Yellowstone. 

in March 2007, when the Yellowstone population was removed 

from the list, there were more than 575. outside the park, bears 

are showing up in places they haven’t been seen in half a century. 

“it’s a great thing to see,” chris says. “it’s why i’m still here.” 

He views habitat connectivity as critical, and his relationship with Y2Y 

is part of a cooperative linkage effort he leads among us state and 

federal agencies, and their canadian counterparts. the effort focuses 

on understanding how human activities impact animals like grizzly 

bears, then uses the information it gathers to increase connectivity 

across public and private lands, and highways. “this is the most 

important issue i work on,” he says, citing its ecosystem-wide benefits 

for multiple species. “it’s made a big difference so far.”  

Chris was recently awarded the esteemed Meritorious Service 

Citation from the US Department of Interior, as well as the 

prestigious George Rabb Conservation Award from the Chicago 

Zoological Society. After nearly three decades of immersion in 

grizzly bear conservation, biology, and politics, Chris still holds 

Ursus arctos in wonder. “People who have seen a grizzly bear 

can tell you exactly what they were doing and what time of day 

it was, even if it was 20, 30 years ago, because of the magic of 

the grizzly bear.”

While Chris’s work is concerned with the biological fate of bears, 

he also thinks about our emotional future as human beings. “I have 

two boys. It would be a tragedy for them to be talking to their kids 

20 years from now about how there was habitat, and how there 

were grizzly bears here. We really need these wild areas to remain.” 

Tracy Lee
nobody knows a place like 

the people who live there. 

And nobody knows that fact 

better than tracy lee – a 

key player in developing the 

citizen-science based Road 

Watch in the pass project. 

Road Watch, a program of the university of calgary’s Miistakis 

institute, uses local knowledge and observation to collect data on 

where and what kinds of wildlife cross Highway 3 in the area of 

crowsnest pass, Alberta. 

tracy first learned the value of local knowledge while working at 

the Jane goodall institute in the forests of Africa. in her four years 

there, she learned a “world of knowledge” about chimpanzees 

from indigenous guides who had no formal wildlife or scientific 

training.

“i gained a real insight into the fact that this kind of local knowledge 

doesn’t get documented,” she said. “there’s a huge knowledge 

base out there that we as scientists haven’t tapped into.” When 
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she returned to canada, she carried that insight with her, and 

undertook graduate work that coincided with the development of 

Road Watch. Dr. Michael quinn, Miistakis research director, took a 

major role in designing the program of which tracy is now project 

manager.

Road Watch participants come from every walk of life, and typically 

are long-time residents. Most report their sightings via an online 

mapping tool, while others rely on email or a phone-in hotline. 

About 70 people use the online tool, with six or seven individuals 

really driving the data collection. 

“the regulars report in as part of their daily routine,” tracy says, 

explaining that the most active participants are people who travel 

to and from work near dawn and dusk, when wildlife are most likely 

to be moving. since the program’s inception in november 2004, 

more than 3,000 observations have been recorded. Most are 

reports of mule deer and bighorn sheep, but elk, moose, coyotes, 

black bears, wolves, mountain goats, cougars, and grizzly bears 

have also been spotted crossing the road. 

one of the things that tracy appreciates most about Road Watch 

is the degree to which participants become engaged. Miistakis 

hosts Road Watch community meetings and events, to both seek 

and share input and information. currently, participants who work 

in the mines over the provincial border in British columbia want 

to expand the program into Bc, where they see lots of wildlife 

crossing that portion of Highway 3. 

“it’s definitely evolving,” says tracy. “Because it’s a relationship 

between Miistakis and the community, we don’t always know where 

it’s going to go. We’re trying to foster an environment where we can 

learn from and engage with each other. that takes time.” it also 

produces valuable results. the whole point of Road Watch, tracy 

says, is not to end up with a report that sits on a shelf, but to produce 

community-based information that actually feeds into planning and 

decision-making processes. “they’re the ones that have collected it, 

they know about it, and they feel confident in using it.”

As a scientist, tracy values data, analysis, and process. As a 

widely traveled student of community conservation, she knows 

that, whether it’s Africa or Alberta, there’s great value in listening 

to the locals. 

Dick Baldes
imagine a time of great quiet. 

A time when the biggest 

threats to connectivity 

between the muskegs of 

the north and plains to the 

south were vast sheets of 

ice, slowly advancing and 

retreating. there were people living in this quiet time, following 

animals and seasons north and south, along the mountain fronts 

and river valleys. it doesn’t really matter where they came from or 

who, exactly, they were. What matters is that those first people 

created cultures and ways of life in tune with the rhythms of wildlife 

and the land. those rhythms are the spiritual legacy of the First 

nations and native American people who live today in diverse 

communities throughout the Yellowstone to Yukon region. 

Dick Baldes, enrolled member of the eastern shoshone tribe, is 

as connected to his past as he is committed to a healthy future. 

Dick grew up on the Wind River Reservation in Wyoming, which 

is shared by eastern shoshone and northern Arapaho people. He 

became a fisheries and wildlife biologist; eventually the us Fish & 

Wildlife service posted him back in the Wind River country. Dick 

approached his job the way he approached his life: with a heart 

for the earth and its creatures, a head for wildlife management, 

and an eye for the long haul. He helped tribal members fashion 

a game code that in 10 years resulted in a monumental rebound 

of wildlife populations and long, generous hunting seasons. He 

helped reestablish bighorn sheep in Wind River canyon (owl creek 

Mountains) and in the south Fork of the little Wind River (Wind 

River Mountains). After retiring from the Fish & Wildlife service, he 

helped found Wind River Alliance, a cross-cultural, community-

based organization dedicated to the health and protection of the 

Wind River watershed. 

in 2001, the same year the Alliance formed, Dick was invited to 

Banff, Alberta for a meeting hosted by Y2Y in which representatives 

of First nations and native American tribes came together to 

discuss the relationship between indigenous peoples and Y2Y.

“When i first heard the concept of Y2Y,” says Dick, “i thought, man, 

these guys are crazy.” But as a person of vision himself, he quickly 

realized the value of large-landscape scale connectivity – and 

the importance of articulating a vision as the necessary first step 

toward its achievement. Dick agreed to serve on Y2Y’s Aboriginal 

Advisory group, and also became a Y2Y board member. “First 

nations and native people have to be part of the Y2Y concept.” 

he says. 

A long history of dire circumstances put generations of indigenous 

people into a sort of shell, but now, says Dick, native people are 

becoming more involved and more vocal in protecting their natural 

resources. they are not working to preserve simple commodities, 

but to preserve a way of life in which the earth is treated with 

respect, and all things are connected – rocks, trees, rivers, 

people.

Dick is helping carry that momentum forward with his clear 

and consistent voice for the precious gifts of the planet, like 

water and wildlife. He is on the boards of several conservation 

organizations, and is also active in an effort to reintroduce bison 

to his reservation.

“some of the best fish and wildlife habitat left in this country is right 

on this reservation,” says Dick. But of course it’s far more than 

habitat. “i look out my window at the Wind River Mountains and 

that’s a part of me and part of my family. that’s our home.”
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Rick L’Heureux
even the grandest of 

visions have the humblest 

of needs. like assembling a 

mass mailing. that’s where 

the humblest of volunteers, 

Rick l’Heureux, enters the picture. Rick has been on call as a 

Y2Y volunteer assembly/stuffer-specialist for three years. He got 

involved when a friend oh-so-casually asked if he might like to 

help out with a little job down at the Y2Y office where she worked. 

living in canmore and being interested in the outdoors, he had 

heard of Y2Y and believed in the mission, so he agreed. 

“i’m more than happy to help out and do whatever it takes to get 

something done,” Rick says. “i’ll sit there all day, or however long 

it takes.” coming from a career in the private sector, he recognizes 

how challenging it is for nonprofits to rely on the goodwill and 

contributions of corporations and individuals, and he admires the 

dedication and determination of the staff. “it’s a challenging job 

for them,” he says. “they all have a belief in the environment and 

wildlife, but it has to be funded somehow. it takes a different kind 

of commitment, and that’s nice to see.”

Before he retired Rick worked in the oil industry, in transportation 

and marketing. He says his time in that business showed him why 

human communities need corridors for transportation and utility 

purposes, “but by the same token, we also have to understand 

that wildlife corridors have to exist, too.” 

originally from a town near toronto, Rick lived for many years in 

calgary with his wife, Reta. Avid skiers and hikers, the couple took 

an early retirement and moved to canmore in 2001 to be in the 

mountains. soon after the move Reta was diagnosed with cancer, 

which eventually claimed her life. “part of our plan was we were 

going to volunteer in the community. We both believed that was an 

important part of life.” so when his friend approached him about 

volunteering for Y2Y, Rick felt like he was getting back to what he 

and Reta had planned to do.

Rick has seen Y2Y make headway over the years, finding resolution 

and compromise in difficult land-use issues facing the West, and 

he’s glad to be a part of that. 

“i do love the Rockies,” he says. “the people at Y2Y are working 

hard to preserve a unique part of north America’s ecosystem. 

if i can contribute either through a monetary donation or just 

volunteering my time, then i feel like i’m doing something.”  

Florian Schulz
it wasn’t happenstance 

that brought photographer 

Florian schulz to the wilds 

of the northern Rockies – 

it was Jack london. As a 

child growing up in germany, Florian was captivated by the images 

that formed in his mind when he read books by london and other 

wilderness authors: forests under thick blankets of snow, a grizzly 

bear on a mountainside, moose and wolf tracks written across the 

landscape. He knew he wanted to be in a place like that, knew he 

had to see such things for himself.

When he turned 16 Florian traveled to the united states as an 

exchange student – and caught a bus for the canadian Rockies 

as soon as he graduated from high school. During that trip he 

watched for bears behind every boulder, but never saw any. He 

went back to Heidelberg to study biology, but returned to north 

America several times over the next five years, to keep looking. “i 

was hooked,” he says. While he appreciated his studies of zoology 

and ecology, he came to realize his true calling was photography, 

through which he could communicate the beauty and value of wild 

places and conservation. 

Florian spent the next decade photographing the Rocky 

Mountains – with five of those years dedicated exclusively 

to capturing the Y2Y region for his book, Yellowstone 

to Yukon: Freedom to Roam. His extraordinary skills as a 

photographer are matched by his deep commitment to the 

environment.  the book and its corollary exhibits, along with 

Florian’s seemingly countless presentations, have carried the 

message of corridors and connectivity to a wide audience 

across north America and europe. 

sometime into that photographic odyssey, he finally had his long-

awaited meeting with ursus arctos. “i climbed up in the high alpine, 

day after day, for eight days,” he says, his voice still flashing with 

excitement at the memory. “i was disappointed every day.” it was 

september, and he hoped to photograph grizzly bears digging for 

roots. on the last day, he spent several hours waiting, lying on his 

back in the alpine tundra watching golden eagles soar overhead. 

every so often he would lift his head to see if anything was 

happening. Finally he noticed a bighorn sheep staring intensely 

at something. it was already late, and the blue shadow of evening 

was moving over the mountainside. then, a bear. 

“i said, ‘Hello bear,’ so he would know there was a human there.” 

the scent-carrying breeze was also in the bear’s favor. still, the 

bear kept ambling closer and closer, ignoring the photographer. 

then for one spilt second, he looked up directly into the eye of 

Florian’s camera.  

“those images,” Florian says, “are very special to me because it 

took me years” to get to that moment. the sequence appears in 

his book.
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During his journeys, Florian is often joined by his partner emil 

Herrera Jara. “Without her i couldn’t be doing these things,” he 

says. “We are doing this with our full heart and passion.” Florian 

spends about nine months a year on the road, often living out of 

his 1984 volkswagen vanagon.  if he can find the resources, he 

would like to expand his conservation photography into coastal 

Alaska and British columbia (and finally fix the brakes on his van). 

“it’s very important to me that i capture the soul of a place,” he 

says. clearly he has achieved that. people have been moved to 

tears viewing his work, showing that in capturing the essence of 

the place on film, he is reaching even further, to the human soul. 

Lucille Werlinich
“My mother was involved in everything, and every time there was a 

charity drive i had to go do it,” recalls lucille Werlinich of her high 

school days. At that time, she explains, you rang doorbells house 

to house and asked for money. the family lived in new York, 45 

miles north of the city. Houses were the equivalent of about two 

blocks apart, so she would walk a couple of miles before she was 

through. 

“When i first got married i had no money,” she says, but by then it 

was in her nature to share what she did have. “i was still giving – 

two dollars, two dollars, two dollars. i might have given a hundred 

dollars a year, two dollars at a time. so it was exciting when i got 

to go to three dollars and to five dollars!” 

As anyone who has ever contributed to a nonprofit organization 

knows, giving is a very personal thing. it can be inspired by a 

variety of reasons: compassion for victims of natural or political 

disasters, belief in a cause, concern for the environment, passion 

for the arts, a sense of responsibility to one’s community – or out 

of friendship and personal connection. 

“My initial support of Y2Y was because of penelope, and i continue 

to support the organization because i think it’s doing good work.” 

lucille first met penelope pierce, now Y2Y’s us Regional Director, 

on a trip to Yellowstone national park sponsored by the Bronx 

zoo.  the two struck up a friendship, and when penelope got her 

job with Y2Y, and subsequently got married, lucille sent her first 

donation to Y2Y in honor of the wedding. 

“in some ways it was totally far-fetched,” lucille says. she is a 

confirmed new Yorker, and lives about 30 miles north of midtown 

Manhattan. the majority of causes she supports are based 

around the new York area with an emphasis on the arts. However, 

conservation is also important to lucille. For example, she has 

given environmental science grants to purchase college and 

Westchester community college, both of which are part of the 

state university of new York (sunY) system. “When i went to 

school there was no such thing as environmental science,” she 

notes. she was a history major and had a career in banking, but 

she recognized the significance of this new field early on, and felt it 

was something people should be concerned about.  

that consideration translates into lucille’s expanded support 

for international conservation efforts like Y2Y. “if wildlife doesn’t 

survive,” she says, “the chances of our own surviving diminish.”

lucille has been coming out west for 25 years, first to ski, then 

to vacation at a favorite dude ranch. she now has a place in 

colorado, and visits about six times a year. “i really love it,” she 

says – although she doesn’t profess to fit in right down to the 

last Wrangler rivet. “one year i ended up having to rent a truck 

instead of a car while i was out there. i’ve never driven a truck in 

my life. i had a lot of trouble backing into parking spaces. My new 

York friends said to me, so where’s the dog and the rifle?” lucille 

laughs. “i said, well, maybe i could do the dog bit . . .” 

Wayne Sawchuk
As a young boy in the 

1950s, Wayne sawchuk 

listened to his father and 

uncles talk about going to 

the mountains, somewhere 

“up north,” where it took a 

50-horse pack train a month 

to reach hunting camp. 

this image of endless wilderness fired the boy’s imagination, even 

though he was living on a farm near chetwynd, Bc, surrounded 

by wild country himself. 

today, nearly all the valleys around chetwynd are roaded and the 

forests logged off.  Wayne himself, a logger for many years had a 

hand in this shift.  But that country up north is still truly wild, and 

Wayne also had a hand – perhaps two hands – in this positive 

transformation.

Wayne first explored the Muskwa-Kechika country of northern British 

columbia in 1984, on an 85-day, two-person, six-horse, one-dog 

expedition. the group hardly saw another soul, and didn’t run into a 

single year-round settlement. over the next decade he came to know 

the M-K intimately, working as a guide, trapper, and photographer. 

He also got involved with cpAWs-Bc, which is how he happened to 

be camping in the caribou Range with Harvey locke in 1993. Wayne 

and george smith were just gearing up for a difficult campaign to 

hammer out a management plan for the M-K, and Harvey had come 

up to learn more about the area. it had been an incredible day, with 

sighting after sighting of moose, caribou, and elk. 

“the next morning,” Wayne recalls, “Harvey came out of his tent 

with a hand-drawn map and a bit of a manifesto,” proposing a plan 

that would not only address conservation in the M-K, but would 

include the entire landscape from Yellowstone to the Yukon. “He 

said, ‘i think we should protect the whole thing. What do you think 

of that?’” 

the simple, immediate answer was “Absolutely yes,” and Wayne 
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eventually became a founding board member of the Yellowstone 

to Yukon conservation initiative. 

over the next several years, Wayne, george smith, and others 

pulled off an almost super-human effort that resulted in a consensual 

management plan for the M-K that was signed into legislation in 

1998. Roughly the size of ireland, the Muskwa-Kechika Management 

Area includes parks and protected areas where resource extraction is 

banned, as well as management zones where extractive development 

is allowed only under stringent, best-practice standards.  it was a 

long, tough, complex negotiation. 

“We had people tell us, don’t even try,” Wayne says. “You have 

to scale it back.” But now, the M-KMA is a model for what could 

be accomplished in other areas. the work of the M-K board in 

partnership with the university of northern British columbia was 

nominated for a prestigious premier’s Award and was awarded 

bronze in the partnership category for the northern Region. 

Raising the M-K’s profile even further will be a feature article in 

National Geographic magazine, scheduled to appear sometime 

in 2008. Wayne spent four weeks on the trail with the writer and 

photographer. 

Wayne has collected his own thoughts and photographs into The 

Muskwa-Kechika: The Wild Heart of Canada’s Northern Rockies, 

a breathtaking tribute to the region. As well as guiding, he now 

pounds the guest speaker circuit.  Both these activities support 

and further the work he is most passionate about – conserving the 

wild nature of that land and those mountains, up north. 
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2007 FinAnciAls

unaudited financial report (all in us dollars).

Balance Sheet,  
December 31, 2007 
Assets

cash in bank 792,408

investments 796,382

total 1,588,790

Accounts receivable and prepaids 37,850

total assets 1,626,640

Liabilities and Net Assets

Accounts payable 123,861

Deferred revenue 656,881

net assets 845,898

total liabilities and net assets 1,626,640

Statement of Operations  
January 1, 2007 to December 31, 2007
Revenue

Foundations 1,116,612

Released from restriction 267,688

individuals 147,737

individuals for land acquisition 512,297

government grants 48,673

other 69,237

total 2,162,244

Expenses

programs 1,192,725

land acquisiton 221,239

Administration 103,011

Fundraising 160,248

total 1,677,223

Restricted funds 429,262

Addition to operating reserve 55,759

net 0

programs 84 percent

Administration 6 percent

Fundraising 10 percent

A complete set of audited financials are available upon request.
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FounDAtion AnD goveRnMent suppoRt

Anonymous (3) | Alberta ecotrust Foundation | Alberta sport 

Recreation parks & Wildlife Foundation | Arthur B. schultz 

Foundation | Bunting Family Foundation | clara louelle Day 

Jeffery Residuary trust | Alberta lottery Fund – community 

initiative program | Donner canadian Foundation | Dunlop 

Family Fund at the calgary Foundation | Fanwood Foundation | 

F. K. Morrow Foundation | Henry p. Kendall Foundation | Hunter 

Family Foundation | Kayak Foundation at the calgary Foundation | 

lasalle Adams Fund | legacy Fund  | Mountain equipment co-op 

| northern environmental support trust | patagonia incorporated 

| shell environmental Fund | tD Friends of the environment 

Foundation | the calgary Foundation | the Mclean Foundation | 

the new York community trust | vancouver Foundation | Weeden 

Foundation | Wilburforce Foundation | Woodcock Foundation

steWARDs

Anonymous (5) | linda and Rick Allen | Beartooth capital, and 

Robert and Marisa Keith | paul Beaudet and David Wertheimer | 

liane Belland | sean Britt and nicole st. Arnaud | nell Buell | Rob 

Buffler and sally caudill | canmore leader/Banff crag & canyon | 

prudence caudill | lael and charles chester | sandy and Michael 

code | Fitz coker | tim crawford | pard cummings | page Dabney 

and cyndi Fonda Dabney | peter and camilla Dalglish | neil Darlow 

and Alex Macneil | Mr and Mrs Robert Davenport | Michael and 

Honor de pencier | Dokken Family Foundation charitable trust | 

steve Duerr | Amy and philip Duff | shawn and Kate Fitzgibbons 

| norman and susie Fleet | Karen Fossum | Albert Foster | Wendy 

Francis | Dr. Melvin i. Freeman and nanette D. Freeman | Jacqueline 

D. Freeman, and Joseph D. Freeman | charles godchaux | 

elizabeth and charles goodyear | linda and charles goodyear | 

Molly goodyear and Mike Wolter | gough, shanahan, Johnson & 

Waterman | Randy and nora gray | Jeremy guth | linda Hackler | 

Dave Hadden | skip and Meg Herman | peter Heymann and nicole 

piasecki | Dianne and David Hoaglin | the Hoenigman Family 

Foundation | larry and carolyn Hursh | David Johns | paul and 

Jaqueline Kalra | nannette and Mark Kehke | Robert and Michele 

Keith | James Klos and Jane leibbrandt-Klos |  caleb Kramer 

and Ryan Allen | ernest laBelle and Frances pollak | lafarge | 

Harvey locke | Josephine and William lowe | David luff | Dustin 

and Julia lynx | John McAlpine | Bernie McHugh | stephen and 

Denise Meador | Heidi nitze | gilman ordway | Robert page | phil 

peabody | Bob peart | lorne perry and Dale lamont | penelope 

and Ben pierce | David M. Richards | John quentin sineath iii | 

Farwell smith and linda McMullen | Allan Ross taylor | christine 

torgrimson | Amy and steve unfried | upper Bow Fly Fishing 

company | Albert and susan Wells | lucille Werlinich | Dr. thomas 

W. Williams and candace g. Merrill-Williams | William J. Winger, Jr. 

| Heidi Wyle and David gifford

DiveRsiFYing Y2Y’s FunDing BAse

to sustain and increase Y2Y efforts, we continue to research new 

funding sources including government funds, businesses, and 

American and canadian foundations. We also hold fundraising 

events and work to increase our membership numbers. 

sARAH BAKeR FunD 

A gift has been made to Y2Y in memory of sarah Jocelyn Baker by 

the members of her extended family.  sarah was born in calgary 

in 1951 and she died in ottawa in 2006. sarah was positive, full of 

humor, loyal, and inspired. she had a genius for getting the right 

answer to the bottom line. sarah loved people, animals, and birds, 

and she loved growing things. Her’s was the sort of vision that 

Y2Y embraces. 

this gift will be used to set up the sarah Baker Fund, which will 

provide assistance to students, chosen by Y2Y, who are seeking to 

advance their studies in the canadian colleges and universities that 

recognize Y2Y`s objectives.  the sarah Baker Fund is distinctive 

in two ways. each year part of the capital will be transferred to 

a pool for distribution.  Assets of the fund have been invested 

initially in the shares of four financial institutions, each a leader, 

variously, in regional, national or world-wide markets. Y2Y has the 

responsibility and the right to determine if, when, and why any or 

all of these shares might be sold or replaced. in 2008, Y2Y will 

choose the first candidate or candidates to receive support from 

the sarah Baker Fund.

Recent changes within canadian tax laws helped make the sarah 

Baker Fund possible.  Many donors have started turning their 

investments (stocks, bonds, mutual fund units and property) into 

gifts.  When individuals divest an investment they are required to 

pay tax on 50 percent of the capital gain.  But, if they donate it 

directly to a non-profit organization, thanks to the new tax laws, 

they will be exempt from capital gain taxes. 

Darwin Wiggett
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MAKing it HAppen –  
people BeHinD tHe scenes

Board of Directors
We benefit significantly from our board members whose wide range 

of expertise helps govern and support our complex international 

organization. thank you to outgoing board members Dick Baldes 

and Bob peart – the influence of your contribution will be valued 

for years to come.

Susan Chatwood 

executive Director, Arctic Health Research network

Charles Chester, secretary 

lecturer, Brandeis university

Shawn P. Fitzgibbons 

Assistant Director of Major gifts, Massachusetts general Hospital

Jeremy Guth, vice-chairperson 

trustee, Woodcock Foundation

Jodi Hilty  

north American program Director, Wildlife conservation society

David Johns, chairperson 

school of government, portland state university

David Luff 

Managing partner, inukshuk consulting inc.

Stephen Meador, treasurer 

cFo, Abbeville Family partnership lp

Staff 
Jane Bewick, Business Director 

Nicky Blackshaw, communications Manager 

Sean Britt, conservation Director 

Rob Buffler, executive Director 

Michael Code, Development and operations Director 

Neil Darlow, conservation program Manager 

Sarah Elmeligi, conservation program Manager 

Wendy Francis, senior conservation program Manager 

Lynne Hately, grants Manager 

Lorraine Laplante, Marketing & communications Director 

Laura Marshall, operations Manager  

Nancy Ouimet, program Associate 

Penelope Pierce, us Regional Director 

Marlis Strebel, Marketing & Membership Associate

Contractors
Darren Aschacher, Website Management 

Katie Deuel, US Conservation Consultant 

Molly Goodyear, Development Consultant 

Cynthia Lane, Conservation Science Advisor 

Harvey Locke, Strategic Advisor  

Marcy Mahr, Conservation Science Consultant 

Dave Quinn, Contractor Cabinet-Purcells 

Christine Torgrimson, Strategic Advisor 

Robert–Jan Weise, gis systems support 

Michael code, sarah elmeligi, Marlis strebel

Jane Bewick

nancy ouimet, laura Marshall

penelope pierce

sean Britt, Rob Buffler, lynne Hately

Harvey locke, strategic Advisor

Wendy Francis, neil Darlow, nicky Blackshaw

lorraine laplante
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